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O Level Statistics
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest syllabus, this new edition of the the market-leading text
provides a true international perspective. This title has been endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the
latest Cambridge IGCSE (0450) and Cambridge O Level Business Studies (7115) syllabuses. - Offers an international
perspective through a wide range of up-to-date case studies - Reinforces understanding through a variety of activities and
discussion points - Provides examination preparation with revisions questions and summaries throughout - Written in
accessible language, but with plenty of detail for top-grade students

Mathematics N1
This comprehensive, highly accessible, exam-focused text is essential reading for all Edexcel A2 Chemistry students.
Revised and updated, this textbook provides comprehensive subject coverage of both units. The first nine chapters describe
and explain the material of Unit 4: Rates, equilibria and further organic chemistry. The next five chapters cover the material
for Unit 5: Transition metals, arenes and organic nitrogen chemistry. - Integrated material on 'how science works'
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throughout the text - End-of-chapter review questions and practice unit tests test knowledge and provide exam preperation
- Worked examples give detailed explanations of calculations to facilitate understanding - Online sample exam-style
questions, with graded answers and commentaries give students a benchmark to compare their answers against

Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Additional Mathematics Coursebook
Specifically written for the O Level Commerce syllabus.

Cambridge IGCSE Physics 3rd Edition plus CD
Cambridge Checkpoint Science Coursebook 7
Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences Biology Workbook
These resources have been created for the Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Additional Mathematics syllabuses (0606/4037),
for first examination from 2020. This coursebook gives clear explanations of new mathematical concepts followed by
exercises. This allows students to practise the skills required and gain the confidence to apply them. Classroom discussion
exercises and extra challenge questions have been designed to deepen students' understanding and stimulate interest in
Mathematics. Answers to coursebook questions are in the back of the book.

Cambridge IGCSE Maths Student Book
The Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook has been written and developed to provide full support for the University of
Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) IGCSE Physics syllabus (0625). The book is in full colour and includes a free CDROM. Topics are introduced in terms of their relevance to life in the 21st century. The CD-ROM offers a full range of
supporting activities for independent learning, with exemplar examination questions and worked answers with commentary.
Activity sheets and accompanying notes are also included on the CD-ROM.Written and developed to provide full support for
the Cambridge IGCSE Physics syllabus offered by CIE.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Economics
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Songs of Ourselves: the University of Cambridge International Examinations Anthology of Poetry in English contains work by
more than 100 poets from all parts of the English speaking world.

Complete Chemistry
This revision tool is a must for all Cambridge IGCSE Maths students. It can be used as an ongoing reference book or as an
aid for final exam preparation. All areas of the CIE syllabus are covered and examples are used that are typical of pastpaper questions with each step fully explained, answers provided and grade descriptions available.

Mathematics: IGCSE
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of the Cambridge
syllabus. Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been written specifically for the Cambridge O Level Accounting
syllabus. Accounting principles and practices have been explained in simple language to enhance the accessibility of the
contents to students whose first language is not English. The book reflects the changes in the O Level Principles of Accounts
syllabus and applies international accounting terminology.

Mathematics Revision Guide: IGCSE
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication.
This second edition, complete with CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and
extended curriculum topics specified in the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus. The book is supported by a CD-ROM
containing extensive revision and exam practice questions, background information and reference material.

New Additional Mathematics
Additional Mathematics
This Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics Core and Extended series has been authored to meet the requirements of the
Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics syllabus (0580/0980), for first examination from 2020. This second edition of Cambridge
IGCSE® Mathematics Core and Extended Coursebook offers complete coverage of the Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics
(0580/0980) syllabus. It contains detailed explanations and clear worked examples, followed by practice exercises to allow
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students to consolidate the required mathematical skills. The coursebook offers opportunities for checking prior knowledge
before starting a new chapter and testing knowledge with end-of-chapter and exam-practice exercises. Core and Extended
materials are presented within the same book and are clearly signposted to allow students to see the range of mathematics
required for study at this level. Answers are at the back of the book.

IGCSE Cambridge International Mathematics (0607) Extended
Written by an experienced mathematics teacher Karen Morrison, the text is enquiry-based, designed for face-to-face
learning and has an interactive approach to the subject. Case studies and questions are used to help students understand
the implications of the topic.

Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Extended Practice Book
Key Geography for GCSE Pupil's
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 800. Equip yourself to ace the SAT Subject Test in Math 2 with The
Princeton Review's comprehensive study guide—including 3 full-length practice tests, thorough reviews of key topics, and
targeted strategies for every question type. We don't have to tell you how tough SAT Math is—or how helpful a stellar exam
score can be for your chances of getting into your top-choice college. Written by the experts at The Princeton Review,
Cracking the SAT Subject Test in Math 2 arms you to take on the test and achieve your highest score. Techniques That
Actually Work. • Tried-and-true tactics to help you avoid traps and beat the test • Tips for pacing yourself and guessing
logically • Essential strategies to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know for a High Score. • Expert
subject reviews for every test topic • Up-to-date information on the SAT Subject Test in Math 2 • Score conversion tables to
help you assess your performance and track your progress Practice Your Way to Perfection. • 3 full-length practice tests (2
in the book and 1 online) with detailed answer explanations • Practice drills throughout each content chapter • End-ofchapter summaries to help you master key points This eBook edition has been optimized for on-screen learning with crosslinked questions, answers, and explanations.

Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies 4th edition
This second edition, written especially to support the University of Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE
Mathematics (0580) syllabus, is now in full colour and includes a student's CD. The text is ideal for students following the
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Extended Curriculum. International contexts are used throughout to aid understanding and ensure this text is relevant to
students everywhere.

The Pink Steering Wheel Chronicles
Collins Cambridge IGCSE(r) Maths Student Book Second Edition provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the latest
Cambridge IGCSE(r) Mathematics 0580 syllabus for examination from 2015 onwards. We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations towards endorsement of this title. The resource covers the Core and Extended curriculum.
Support and challenge students with the Core curriculum and Extended curriculum together in one book. This also aids
transition from Core to Extended. Help students to prepare for examination with Cambridge questions from previous
papers. Develop problem solving with flagged questions that require students to apply their skills, often in real life,
international contexts. Cover the curriculum with confidence with clear references to what students will learn at the start of
every chapter. See what level students are working at with all questions labelled Core or Extended. Emphasise the
relevance of maths with 'Why this chapter matters' showing maths in everyday life or historical development. Consolidate
understanding with tried and tested questions in extensive practice exercises and detailed worked examples. Deliver a fully
international course with international examples, contexts, names, currency and locations. Encourage students to check
their work with answers to all exercise questions at the back of the book. Examination answers are only available in the
Teacher s Pack. (r) IGCSE is the registered trademark of Cambridge International Examinations."

Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics Core and Extended Coursebook
Exam board: Cambridge Assessment International Education Level: IGCSE Subject: Mathematics First teaching: September
2018 First exams: Summer 2020 This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2020. Rely on a tried-and-tested approach to improving mathematical skills; ensure full
coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Core and Extended syllabus (0580/0980) with a new emphasis on
problem-solving. - Trust an experienced team of authors offering advice on how to put theory into practice with plenty of
exercises, worked examples and solutions. - Develop problem-solving skills with guidance on problem-solving techniques to
help complete open-ended investigations. - Apply problem-solving skills with multi-stage questions encouraging
independent decisions on routes to a solution. - Consolidate learning with activities, extra questions, practice tests and
answers to selected questions online. Available in this series: Student Textbook Fourth edition (ISBN 9781510421684)
Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420649) Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420656) Workbook (ISBN
9781510421707) Online Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424197) Study and Revision Guide (ISBN 9781510421714)
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IGCSE Physics
This is a new edition of an existing textbook, with updated content for the 2006 syllabus. It is designed to be a student main
text, and contains all you need to pass the IGCSE Extended exam.

IGCSE Child Development
Complete Chemistry is a revised and enlarged edition of the popular GCSE Chemistry improved to bring it totally up-to-date.
This book covers all syllabuses with core material, for Double Award, and extension material, for Science: Chemistry. The
breadth and depth is sufficient to stretch your students aiming for the top grades and makes it an excellent foundation for
those intending to progress to advanced level chemistry. Key Points: · Now includes all the necessary topics for IGCSE ·
Concepts and principles of chemistry presented in a clear, straightforward style · Lively and colourful coverage of the
relevance of chemistry in the real world · End of chapter testing with more challenging and structured questions ·
Examination style questions · Pagination remains the same as GCSE Chemistry so that the two can be used alongside each
other

Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Workbook
O Level Statistics provides comprehensive coverage of the Cambridge syllabus, and will also be of invaluable use to those
studying Statistics and/or Probability on any other syllabus at a similar or higher level. The chapters in this book have been
constructed and arranged in such a way that the entire syllabus can be covered by working through chapters 1 and 12 in
sequence. However, the teachers and students are at liberty to study the topics in an order of their choice. Chapter 13
contains work on three additional topics that can be used as and when needed. The aim of this book is to serve as a basic
introduction to the study of Statistics and Probability, enabling students to gain a sound knowledge and understanding of
the elementary ideas, methods and terminology used in the subject.

Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts
When Bloomberg journalist Mark Pittman suddenly died, his widow spent four summers driving 31,152 miles searching for
answers. In her fearless memoir, The Pink Steering Wheel Chronicles: A Love Story, author Laura Fahrenthold presents a
moving portrait of marriage, motherhood and mourning as she captains a 1993 RV sprinkling her husband's ashes with their
two young daughters and a stray dog in an epic quest for healing and understanding. Filled with insight and wit from a
career in journalism, the story captures the family's adventures and misadventures, her deeply-layered love story, and her
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hilarious slice-of-life dispatches where the pink steering wheel becomes her spiritual GPS.

Complete Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE®
Written by well-respected authors, the suite provides a comprehensive, structured resource which covers the full
Cambridge Secondary 1 framework and seamlessly progresses into the next stage. This engaging course supports teaching
of the Science framework both theoretically and practically, with full coverage of the Scientific Enquiry framework
integrated throughout the series. This Coursebook for Stage 7 gives a thorough introduction to the concepts, and offers a
wealth of ideas for hands-on activities to make the subject matter come to life.

Edexcel A2 Chemistry Textbook
GCE O Level Examination Past Papers with Answer Guides: Chemistry

Cambridge Igcse Mathematics
This sixth edition of Additional Mathematics: Pure and Applied, has been completely revised and updated.

Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook with CD-ROM
The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive coverage of the core and
extended topics in the latest syllabus. - Covers the core and supplement sections of the updated syllabus - Supported by
the most comprehensive range of additional material, including Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and
Revision Guides - Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international
qualifications We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement.

Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Core and Extended 4th edition
Written by highly experienced authors, Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Workbook provides complete support for the IGCSE
Chemistry syllabus offered by CIE. This book contains exercises that provide clear progression to students as they go along.
A wide variety of questions develop all the skills needed to succeed in the IGCSE Chemistry examination. Simple and clear
language makes this book accessible to a range of abilities. This workbook is fully endorsed by CIE and is intended to be
used alongside the Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook. A Teacher's Resource CD-ROM is also available.
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Cambridge IGCSE Biology Workbook
We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to gain endorsement for this forthcoming series.
Strengthen language skills and cultural awareness with a differentiated approach that offers comprehensive coverage of the
revised Cambridge IGCSE? German (0525/7159) syllabuses for first examination from 2021. - Develop the cultural
awareness at the heart of the syllabus with engaging stimulus material and questions from around the world which will
encourage a positive attitude towards other cultures - Progress the ability to use the language effectively with activities
developing all four key skills, supported by teacher notes and answers in the teacher guide - Stretch and challenge students
to achieve their best, whilst supporting all abilities with differentiated content throughout - Ensure the progression required
for further study at A-level or equivalent - Help to prepare for the examination with exam-style questions throughout Also
available in the series Grammar Workbook ISBN: 9781510448056 Vocabulary Workbook ISBN: 9781510448063 Study and
Revision Guide ISBN: 9781510448186 Student eTextbook ISBN: 9781510448728 Whiteboard eTextbook ISBN:
9781510448424 Online Teacher Guide ISBN: 9781510448544 Teaching and Learning Resources ISBN: 9781510448377

IGCSE Biology
Covers the Cambridge IGCSE Accounting syllabus (0452) and Cambridge O Level Accounting syllabus (7110), first
examination 2020. With more practice questions than the previous edition and content matched to the Cambridge IGCSE
and O Level Accounting syllabuses, this coursebook increases understanding of accounting best practice. Clear step-by-step
explanations and instructions help students learn how to record, report, present and interpret financial information while
gaining an appreciation of the ways accounting is used in modern business contexts. The coursebook is ideal for those new
to accounting. Also available in the series - workbook, revision guide, teacher's resource and Cambridge Elevate enhanced
edition. Answers to the coursebook and workbook questions are in the teacher's resource.

O Level Commerce
This Workbook is intended to be used alongside the Cambridge IGCSE Biology Second edition Coursebook, and is fully
endorsed by Cambridge. It contains exercises that will help students to develop the skills needed to succeed in the
Cambridge IGCSE Biology examination and invites students to match their performance in some tasks against generic
criteria, to help them to see what they need to do to improve. A Teacher's Resource CD-ROM is also available.

IGCSE English as a Second Language Teacher's Book
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The Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated Sciences series is tailored to the 0653 and 0654 syllabuses for first
examination in 2019, and all components of the series are endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. This Biology
Workbook is tailored to the Cambridge IGCSE® Combined Science 0653 and Co-ordinated Sciences 0654 syllabuses for first
examination in 2019 and is endorsed for learner support by Cambridge International Examinations. Covering both the Core
and the Supplement material, this workbook contains exercises arranged in the same order as the coursebook and are
clearly marked according to the syllabus they cover. Developing students' scientific skills, these exercises are
complemented by self-assessment checklists to help them evaluate their work as they go. Answers are provided at the back
of the book.

Cracking the SAT Subject Test in Math 2, 2nd Edition
A series of titles written to cover the complete Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics (0580) syllabus and endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations.

Extended Mathematics Fof Igcse
All pupils in a mixed-ability classroom will be able to make effective use of these new editions, as the language level has
been carefully monitored for both average and lower ability pupils. Pupils' attention and interest will be captured by exciting
new material, directly relevant for GCSE exams. Pupils will progress easily to studying at GCSE level, as the familiar Key
Geography approach is sustained from Key Stage 3. Pupils' vital decision-making skills may be practised using the extended
case studies included in the new editions. Relevance and accuracy for GCSE examinations are guaranteed by the provision
of a syllabus-matching guide, provided in the Teacher's Resource Guides.

Songs of Ourselves
Offers clear, practical support for students for the CIE syllabus The teachers workbook goes alongside the pupil book.
Written by an experienced IGCSE teacher and CIE teacher trainer, English as a Second Language offers clear, practical
support for students. Endorsed by the University of Cambridge International Examinations for use with the syllabus, It is
divided into succinct units based on the skill areas of the IGCSE examination. The units adopt a lively approach to the
subject, utilising a diverse range of stimulus material. They also include imaginative and stimulating exercises designed to
build confidence and develop the skills needed to succeed in the examination. A students workbook is also available.

Physics
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This title covers the entire syllabus for Cambridge International Examinations' International AS and A Level Economics
(9708). It is divided into separate sections for AS and A Level making it ideal for students studying both the AS and the A
Level and also those taking the AS examinations at the end of their first year. - Students will benefit from an accessible and
international perspective on economics - Provides practice throughout the course with carefully selected past paper
questions focussing on data response and essay questions - Free Revision and practice CD includes interactive tests,
selected answers, additional activities, and a list of key terms We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to
gain endorsement for this title.

IGCSE Mathematics
This full-colour title is fully in line with the new separate-subject GCSE physics specifications, including IGCSE. It is
appropriate for use throughout the world for GCSE studies. The language level and design have been carefully refined to
make the book accessible to students of all abilities. Features to assist preparation for examinations include key topic lists
at the start of each chapter, key ideas summaries at the end of each chapter, self-assessment questions throughout the
text and sections of longer examination-style questions. A key feature is the extensive use of detailed worked examples
that guide students through the concepts, particularly the mathematical ideas. Differentiation is built in via the use of
colour-coded extension material for higher achievers. In addition, novel contexts are used to illustrate the concepts;
students will find this book appealing and accessible

Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Accounting Coursebook
New edition of our best-selling IGCSE Mathematics textbook

Cambridge IGCSE™ German Student Book Second Edition
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication.
This new edition, complete with CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and
extended curriculum specified in the IGCSE Physics syllabus, The book is supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive
revision and exam practice questions, background information and reference material.

GCE O Level Examination Past Papers with Answer Guides: English Language India Edition
Build confidence for the latest Cambridge syllabus with the clear, practice-based approach of the Complete Mathematics
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Revision Guide. Supporting the Student Book, it is packed with clear explanations and practice to support exam potential. It
includes new chapters on Compound Interest Formulas and Perpendicular Lines.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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